
 
Hungária 

Competition Hungária Cup Beer Relay

Date 23 August 2014

Organizers president: Scultéty Márton (SAS)

vice-president

secretary: 

Location Hungária Cup Competition Center (at the College)

Mátrafüred (47°49'21.13"N, 19°58'20.78"E)

Categories Men doubles

the ages of the runners is at least 85 years

Form of the 

event 

New! Everyone can run at least 2 courses and drink at least 3 beers

Relay competition, 2 runners form a team. The relay members have t odrink in 

every round 1 

8-12 min. In case of the ’bronze game’ and the 

each runners have to drink 2 jugs of beer (1 L) while in the other categories 2 

glasses (0.6 L).

In the qualification roun

the 2nd qualification round determines the list of teams qualified

rounds. In case of the men doubles the first 8 teams of the qual

into the qua

case of the women, mix and senior doubles the

qualifications duel in the final directly, while the 3rd and 4th of the 

qualifications duel in the ’bronze game’.

 

Program 

1st qualification

enter the 2nd qualification.

2nd qualification

out team members receive 1 jug of beer to cheer up.

Hungária Cup 2014 BEER RELAY

Cup Beer Relay, Beer Relay National Championship (not official)

August 2014 (Saturday) 4 pm 

: Scultéty Márton (SAS) 

president: dr Szlávik Zoltán (TTE) 

: Zsebeházy István (MOM) 

Hungária Cup Competition Center (at the College) 

Mátrafüred (47°49'21.13"N, 19°58'20.78"E) 

Men doubles, New: Women doubles, Mixed doubles, Senior doubles

the ages of the runners is at least 85 years) 

! Everyone can run at least 2 courses and drink at least 3 beers

Relay competition, 2 runners form a team. The relay members have t odrink in 

every round 1 jug of beer (0.5 L) and then complete an orienteering course of 

12 min. In case of the ’bronze game’ and the final in category men doubles 

each runners have to drink 2 jugs of beer (1 L) while in the other categories 2 

glasses (0.6 L). 

In the qualification rounds all categories compete together and the results after 

the 2nd qualification round determines the list of teams qualified

In case of the men doubles the first 8 teams of the qual

into the quarterfinal, and the teams qualify to the further rounds in duels. In 

case of the women, mix and senior doubles the 1st and 2nd of the 

qualifications duel in the final directly, while the 3rd and 4th of the 

qualifications duel in the ’bronze game’. 

 

ication: mass start, all teams completing the courses without mistake 

enter the 2nd qualification. 

nd qualification: chasing start after the result of the 1st qualification

out team members receive 1 jug of beer to cheer up.

BEER RELAY 

  
Beer Relay National Championship (not official) 

Mixed doubles, Senior doubles (sum of 

! Everyone can run at least 2 courses and drink at least 3 beers! 

Relay competition, 2 runners form a team. The relay members have t odrink in 

beer (0.5 L) and then complete an orienteering course of 

final in category men doubles 

each runners have to drink 2 jugs of beer (1 L) while in the other categories 2 

ds all categories compete together and the results after 

the 2nd qualification round determines the list of teams qualified for the further 

In case of the men doubles the first 8 teams of the qualifications enter 

and the teams qualify to the further rounds in duels. In 

1st and 2nd of the 

qualifications duel in the final directly, while the 3rd and 4th of the 

all teams completing the courses without mistake 

chasing start after the result of the 1st qualification. The drop 

out team members receive 1 jug of beer to cheer up. 



Men quarterfinal: duels to enter the semifinal, the winner of the semifinal duels 

with the 8th, the 2nd with the 7th, the 3rd with the 6th and the 4th with the 

5th. 

Men semifinal: duels to enter the final, the winner of the 1st duel of the 

quarterfinals fights with the winner of the 4th duel, while the winner of the 2nd 

fights with the winner of the 3rd duel of the quarterfinals. 

Women, mix and senior bronze game: duel of the 3rd and 4th place winner 

teams after the qualifications for the bronze medal.  

Women, mix and senior final: duel of the 1st and 2nd place winner teams after 

the qualifications for the victory. 

Men bronze game: the fight of the losers of the semifinals for the bronze 

medal. 

Men bronze game: the fight of the winners of the semifinals for the final 

victory. 

Prize giving ceremony and closing party. 

Entry before 18 August 2014; 2500 HUF (8 EUR) / team 

by email: beerrelay@gmail.com 

by posting on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HK2014BeerRelay 

19-22 August 2014; 3000 HUF (10 EUR) / team 

onsite: in the Competition Center or at the Finish area of the first 3 days. 

The bib numbers given in the order of arrival of entries. 

Entry data required: 

team name, 1st runner’s name, 2nd runner’s name and SI card number 

entry song (optional, played during the introduction of dueling teams) 

Prizes First 3 in all categories will be prized, the 1st team wins the Hungary’s Beer-O 

Champions title. 

Terrain Detailed park area and forest part with varying runability. Wearing of 

protecting clothing is recommended. New map! 

                                           

Other You participate on the race on your own responsibility. Runners younger than 

18 are not allowed to register to the competition. 

 See you on our competition 

and on the Mátra Kemping Hungária Cup! 

 


